
EMPLAIS INTERIORES, INTERIOR
PLASTERINGS

Descripción
White powder product that mixed with water becomes in a plastic
blend suitable for plasting cracks and scalings in walls and floors.

Aplication
Used so as to eliminate irregularities on surfaces to be painted afterwards (in interiors), to level rendered
supports as well as to eliminate cracks and fissures.

Surface preparation
The background of application must be clean and perfectly dry, free of grease, saltpeter and dust, being
compact and firm.

Modes of application
 To be mix with water.
 Apply it by trowel or spatula on thin layer. The product should be applied in less than 10 minutes
 Once EMPLAIS EXTERIORES is dry apply TEAIS Paint on it as decorative coating.
 Before painting on the plaster let it dry at least 15 minutes since the last coat.

https://tienda.teais.es
https://tienda.teais.es/index.php?id_product=3226&controller=product&id_lang=1


Clean up
Clean with large amounts of water.

Data sheet
Water absorption40 ± 3%

Powder density0,650 ± 0,05 g/cc.

Mass of density1,650 ± 0,05 g/cc.

Water retention> 97%

Capillarity< 1,5 %  60 min

Colour/swhite

Curing density1,600 ± 0,05 g/cc.

Performance
1 sqm per kg in layer of 1 mm.

Storage
It is recommended to store this product for 2 years in its tightly closed original packages protected against
bleakness.

Security

Indications of danger:
H315: H315:Causes skin irritation.

H317: H317:May cause an allergic skin reaction.



H318: H318:Causes serious eye damage.

H335: H335:May cause respiratory irritation.

Prudence advice:
P271: P271:Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.

P280: P280:Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.

P302+P352: P302+P352:EIF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water.

P304+P340: P304+P340:IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for
breathing.

P305+P351+P338: P305+P351+P338:IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.

P310: P310:Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician.

P403+P233: P403+P233:Store in a well-ventilated place. Keep container tightly closed.

P501: P501:Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local/regional/national/international regulation


